**WAVE (BAR) - Antonio Carlos Jobim**

4/4 1-2-3-123 (without intro)

**Intro:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{So close your eyes for that's a lovely way to be} \\
\text{Aware of things your heart a-lone was meant to see} \\
\text{The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether} \\
\text{You can't de-ny, don't try to fight the rising sea} \\
\text{Don't fight the moon, the stars a-bove and don't fight me} \\
\text{The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether} \\
\text{When I saw you first the time was half past three.} \\
\text{When your eyes met mine it was e-ternity} \\
\text{By now we know the wave is on its way to be} \\
\text{Just catch the wave don't be a-fraid of loving me} \\
\text{The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether} \\
\end{array}
\]
**WAVE**-Antonio Carlos Jobim

4/4  1...2...123  (without intro)

Intro:  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb

FMA7  Gm7b5  Cm7  F7b9
So close your eyes for that's a lovely way to be

BbMA7  Bbm6  A7  D7
Aware of things your heart a-lone was meant to see

Adim  Dm7  G7  Db7  C7#9  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb
The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether

FMA7  Gm7b5  Cm7  F7b9
You can't de-ny, don't try to fight the rising sea

BbMA7  Bbm6  A7  D7
Don't fight the moon, the stars a-bove and don't fight me

Adim  Dm7  G7  Db7  C7#9  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb
The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether

Bbm7  Eb7  AbMA7  Ab6  Abm7  Db7  F#MA7
When I saw you first the time was half past three.  When your eyes met mine it was e-ternity

Gm7b5  C7  FMA7  Gm7b5  Cm7  F7b9
By now we know the wave is on its way to be

BbMA7  Bbm6  A7  D7
Just catch the wave don't be a-fraid of loving me

Adim  Dm7  G7  Db7  C7#9  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb
The fundamental loneliness goes whenever two can dream a dream to-gether

Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  Fm7  Bb  FMA7
To-gether  to-gether  to-gether  to-gether